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[draft] 
MINUTES 2018-2019 

UW-GREEN BAY FACULTY SENATE MEETING NO. 5 
Wednesday, February 6, 2019 (postponed from January 30, 2019 due to weather) 

1965 Room, University Union 
 

Presiding Officer: Gail Trimberger, Speaker of the Senate  
Parliamentarian: Steve Meyer, Secretary of the Faculty and Staff 

PRESENT:  Heather Clarke (BUA), Jason Cowell (HUD), Christin DePouw (EDUC), Mike 
Draney (NAS), Joan Groessl (SOCW), Richard Hein (Manitowoc-NAS), Maruf Hossain (NAS), 
Ray Hutchison (PEA-UC), Mark Klemp (Marinette-NAS-UC), Jim Loebl (BUA-UC), Kaoime 
Malloy (THEATRE), Paul Mueller (HUB), Rebecca Nesvet (HUS), Megan Olson Hunt (NAS), 
Uwe Pott (HUB), Matthew Raunio (Sheboygan-BUA), Sawa Senzaki (HUD), Jon Shelton (DJS), 
Courtney Sherman (HUS-UC), Gail Trimberger (SOCW-UC), Brenda Tyczkowski (NUR), 
Kristin Vespia (HUD-UC), Aaron Weinschenk (PEA), Brian Welsch (NAS), and Julie 
Wondergem (NAS-UC) 

NOT PRESENT:  Greg Davis (Provost, ex-officio), Hernan Fernandez-Meardi (HUS), Stefan 
Hall (HUS), Dana Johnson (SOCW), Gary Miller (Chancellor, ex-officio), Sampath 
Ranganathan (BUA), William Sallak (MUSIC), Katie Turkiewicz (ICS), Sam Watson (AND), 
and Abbie Wagaman (SGA) 

REPRESENTATIVES:  Bao Sengkhammee (ASC) and Kim Mezger (USC)  

GUESTS:  Scott Ashmann (Assoc. Dean, CHESW), Paula Ganyard (Director, Cofrin Library), 
Lisa Grubisha (Asst. Prof., NAS), John Katers (Dean, CSET), Ryan Martin (Associate Dean, 
CAHSS), Sheryl Van Gruensven (Vice Chancellor for Business and Finance), and Christine 
Vandenhouten (Faculty Representative) 

 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
Due to last week’s brutal cold and wind chill, Speaker Gail Trimberger had to wait an additional 
week to get the first Faculty Senate meeting of the new calendar year started, which she did at 
3:01 p.m.   

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING NO. 4, December 12, 
2018 
The one-week postponement of Faculty Senate meant that it took an extra seven days to declare 
the minutes from the 12 December 2018 Faculty Senate meeting peachy and considered 
approved via consensus. 
 
3. CHANCELLOR’S REPORT 
Postponing Faculty Senate by one-week also brought the meeting right up against the Regents 
Meeting in Madison.  Chancellor Miller, still unable to figure out how to be in two places at one 
time, could not attend Faculty Senate.   
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4. OLD BUSINESS 
a. Request for Authorization to Implement a M.S. in Applied Biotechnology (second reading)  
Assistant Professor Lisa Grubisha provided an overview of the details within the RAI document 
that was included in the Faculty Senate agenda.  Scheduled to start in Fall 2019, this Master’s 
program is an online collaborative with seven other UW System universities.  There are three 
different tracts within this Master’s program (Quality Assurance and Compliance, Business, and 
Research and Development).  The program is comprised of six core courses taken by all 
students, then they select at least one tract on which to focus their studies.  Each collaborative 
institution will teach two different courses; UW-Green Bay will teach a core course (ABT 705) 
and a course in the Quality Assurance and Compliance tract (ABT 745).  To-date, everything is 
on track for approval of the program.  Everything is either approved or working its way through 
the approval process via Course Leaf.  NAS is currently searching for a full-time lecturer to 
teach the new courses.  Revenue is shared among all the collaborative institutions no matter from 
which institution the students matriculate.  Senator Vespia moved to accept the RAI, seconded 
by Senator Pott.  When the floor was opened for discussion, Lisa was cautioned about revenue 
sharing among the participating institutions not always being a good thing.  The motion to 
accept the RAI carried 25-0-0. 
 
5. NEW BUSINESS 
a. Form K reorganization of the College of Science, Engineering, and Technology (first reading)   
John Katers, Dean of the College of Science, Engineering, and Technology, provided a brief 
history regarding the reorganization of the College.  When the four-college model was 
implemented in July 2016, the College of Science and Technology was established and housed 
the interdisciplinary units of Human Biology and Natural and Applied Sciences.  In July 2018, 
the Richard J. Resch School of Engineering was formed and the College also absorbed Computer 
Science, leading to the College’s name change to the College of Science, Engineering, and 
Technology.  The purpose of this Form K is to restructure the College into three separate areas.  
Human Biology is untouched by this reorganization.  Natural and Applied Sciences “gives up” 
mathematics and computer science, which transfers to the Resch School of Engineering.  The 
benefit of this reorganization is that we have three units of relatively equal size.  Throughout the 
process, every unit has approved the reorganization unanimously.  Dean Katers then took 
questions.  There was one.  “Will this reorganization require additional administration support 
(i.e., a third Associate Dean)?”  A third Associate Dean is unlikely, but additional administrative 
support (e.g., an ADA) will probably be needed. 
 
b. Provost Listening Session  
Vice Chancellor for Business and Finance, Sheryl Van Gruensven, who is serving as Search and 
Screen Chair for the Provost/Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs position, came forward to 
provide Faculty Senate with an update on the search as well as to conduct a listening session.  
Thus far, eleven listening sessions have been conducted with various groups across the campus 
community (all-campus; direct-reporters; Council of Trustees; Chancellor’s Cabinet; faculty, 
academic staff, university staff governance representatives) and now Faculty Senate is being 
provided their opportunity to weigh-in.   
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Vice Chancellor Van Gruensven shared the timeline for the search.  Currently, the search 
committee is working on the position profile and the institutional profile; the desire is to finish 
the listening sessions before finalizing the profile document.  The consulting firm completed the 
first draft of the profile document last Friday (2/1/19).  Chancellor Miller, Executive Director of 
Marketing and University Communications Janet Bonkowski, and Vice Chancellor Van 
Gruensven are working through the draft document before sharing it with the search committee. 
The profile will be shared with the entire search committee by Monday for review and feedback, 
with the hope that the position announcement and profile will be posted next week.  The plan is 
to accept nominations and applications through the middle of March.  The first screening of 
candidates is planned for March 14; off-site interviews are planned for April 3 and 4; and on-
campus interviews are planned for the last week in April.  There will be opportunities for all 
employees to provide feedback on the on-campus interviewees.  The goal is to have a new 
Provost hired by summer. 
 
In the prior listening sessions, the search firm asked three questions of the participants.  Those 
questions are listed below with a summary of faculty senate responses:  
 
1) What characteristics are you looking for in the new Provost?  

• Desire to bring in someone tenure-able, most likely at the rank of Full Professor.  (Vice 
Chancellor Van Gruensven reminded Faculty Senate of the Regent Policy, passed in 
2016, stating that “…a UW institution may not adopt a policy or rule, or use a position 
description for a job advertisement that requires a candidate for a Vice Chancellor 
position to have served as a UW System faculty member or as a faculty member at 
another institution of higher education or to have been granted tenure…”  So that cannot 
be put in the minimum qualifications, but can be put in the preferred qualifications). 

 
2) What does the new Provost need to accomplish in the next 3-5 years to be successful? 

• Put faculty and staff at the center of their work 
• Lead a successful 4-campus community 
• Commitment to diversity, evidence of increased diversity in faculty, staff, and student 

body over the next 3-5 years   
• Transparency and faculty inclusion in decision making processes; respect for shared 

governance 
• Respect for the Wisconsin Idea and “the pursuit of truth” even when the consequences of 

truth might not be advantageous 
 
3) What points of pride about the university and the Green Bay community should we emphasize 
to the candidates? 

• Pride in our vision and movement in terms of program growth  
• Commitment to interdisciplinarity 
• Our history with sustainability and ecology, pride in being Eco U 
• Relatively small classes so we know our students 
• Our focus on student, but also our community connections 
• Desirable communities surrounding all four campuses 
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On the Provost Search website, there is a link for feedback.  So, if anyone has additional 
thoughts regarding the three questions, they can do so through that link. 
 
c. Request for Future Business 
The Faculty Senate with heart 
Was all for doing its part 
With no admin in sight* 
We took our delight 
And in thirty-five minutes depart 
 
(*no disrespect intended to Vice Chancellor Van Gruensven, I was referring to the fact that both 
the Chancellor and Provost could not attend this Faculty Senate meeting) 
 
6. PROVOST’S REPORT 
Provost Davis could not attend today’s Faculty Senate meeting. 
 
7. OTHER REPORTS 
a. University Committee Report. UC Chair Courtney Sherman informed Faculty Senate that 
since Ryan Martin crossed over to the “dark side” (i.e., 50% administration, based on his 
appointment as Co-Associate Dean of CAHSS), Ray Hutchison will be taking Ryan’s seat on the 
UC for the remainder of this academic year.  
 
b. Faculty Representative Report. Faculty Representative Christine Vandenhouten shared that the 
Faculty Reps met last Friday, discussing a number of issues including the credentials in position 
description for the new UW-Whitewater Chancellor.  In response, UWW’s Faculty Senate put 
forth a resolution regarding the stated qualifications of a Chancellor candidate.  [The search and 
screen process for finding a new Chancellor (based on Regent Policy), raised concerns of several 
UWGB senators.  There was a very short amount of time between the resignation of the former 
Chancellor and the posting of the position description for the new Chancellor (Christine believes 
it was only 24 hours, and the posting occurred over winter break).  The process has basically 
been devoid of faculty consultation.  The procedures being used for this Chancellor search is 
setting a very bad precedent.] 
 
The Faculty Reps continue to monitor the status of the Program Productivity Policy (the 
comment period ended in late December).  The Faculty Reps and a number of Faculty Senates 
endorsed a proposal put forward by the Faculty Reps to modify the Program Productivity Policy.  
Surprisingly, some administration (including President Cross) agreed with the sentiment 
conveyed in the Faculty Reps proposal. 
 
c. Academic Staff Committee Report. Bao Sengkhammee noted that the ASC has been working 
to provide names of Academic Staff to serve on the Provost search and screen committee.  
Likewise, they are working on providing names to serve on the Dean of the AECSOB search and 
screen committee. 
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d. University Staff Committee Report. Kim Mezger, who takes over as Chair of the USC for the 
remainder of the academic year (due to Jan Snyder’s retirement) reported that the USC is also 
working on submitting names of University Staff to serve on the search and screen for the 
Business Dean.  Kim also made note that there are no University Staff on the UWW Chancellor 
search.  When President Cross was asked to reconsider that decision, he declined. 
 
e. Student Government Association Report. SGA President Abbie Wagaman could not make 
today’s Faculty Senate meeting.   
 
8. ADJOURNMENT at 3:35 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Steve Meyer, Secretary of the Faculty and Staff 


